Indizen 2016 receives overwhelming response from Industry Leaders Making Zero-Defect & Zero-Effect a Way of Life

The Honourable Prime Minister of India, Mr. Narendra Modi has set the vision and the agenda, aimed at boosting the manufacturing sector and to jump-start the contribution of manufacturing to the GDP pie. To play a significant part to ensure this agenda sees the light of the day, worldwide authority in Operational Excellence/Continuous Learning, Kaizen Institute Consulting Group (KICG) presented Indizen, The National Convention for Operational Excellence. This year, Indizen 2016 returned in its 7th edition with the theme, ‘Making

THANK YOU & YOUR COMPANY FOR THE PARTICIPATION.
THE CONVENTION ATTRACTED:

225 Delegates
70 Companies (5 from overseas)
7 Host sites for excellence inside tours.
3 Keynote speakers from the industry to share their insights.
48 Case studies for the national case study competition.
Apart from inspiring opening & closing keynote speakers, there were three tracks over this two days event:

**Track 1; Knowledge Sessions**

Learning modules on contemporary topics delivered by Sachin Jaybhaye & Jayanth Murthy

**Track 2; Excellence Inside Tours**

Delegates visited 7 world class organizations during this two days event

**Track 3; National OE Case Study Competition**

48 case studies were presented during this national case study competition
Launched in India

Kaizen Institute's Maturity Assessment for Excellence

India's first maturity assessment of Operational Excellence for manufacturing industry
Training Programs (Public)
Upcoming

@ Ahmedabad, 4th March 2016
Manage Visually Manage Wisely
*Bring Your Performance within Control*

@ Mumbai, 4th & 5th March 2016
Kaizen Foundation
*Part I*

@ Bengaluru
26th & 27th April 2016
Lean Basics
*Part I*
@ Vapi
5th & 6th April 2016

@ Pune, 11th & 12th March 2016
Lean Basics
*Part II*
@ Delhi, 5th & 6th April 2016

@ Mumbai, 5th & 6th April 2016
Kaizen Foundation
*Part II*

@ Nashik, 6th April 2016
Introduction to TPM
*A 360 approach to equipment Management*
New clients

Automat Irrigation Pvt. Ltd, Uttarakhand

Assessment

Pidilite Industries Limited, Mumbai

Assessment

TPM Training

Volkswagen India Pvt Ltd, Pune

Assessment

Roto Moulders Ltd, Nairobi

Assessment

Shakun Consumer Products Ltd, Delhi

Mr. Kiran Jadhav

Qualification

B.E in Mechanical

M.B.A in business administration in operations

Join as

Member - R&KDs Team
Mr. Bipin Odhekar

Head - Operations Excellence  
Marico Limited, Mumbai

Executive MBA  
From Indian Institute of Management, Bangalore

B E Production, Production Engineering  
From Pune University

India's leading consumer products companies  
In Beauty

Products  
In Wellness Space

Marico Limited

Hair Care
Skin Care
Health Foods
Fabric Care

Challenges

Creating belief in system
Ensuring capability of members to tackle issues

Business Benefits

↑ Discipline in workforce
↑ Reliability of process

Employee Benefits

↑ Engagement level
↑ Problem solving

Cultural Benefits

Uniformity of systems
Creates accountability in members
↑ Responsiveness

Kaizen Journey

Outside in perspective helps
Open for learning

Learnings

Advice to new entrants  
It helps in

Changing perspective
Goal achievement
Endless improvement
Kaizen Story

The Journey of the Frog ...

Once upon a time there was a race ...of frogs
The goal was to reach the top of a high tower.

The race began............. Many Frogs gathered to see & support them.

In reality, the normal frogs probably didn't believe that it was possible that any of the frogs could reach the top of the tower, and all the phrases that one could hear were:
"What pain !!! They'll never make it !"

The frogs began to resign. except for one who kept on moving to climb........

The crowd continued: “... Impossible !!! He will never make it ! ...” ... No Frog has ever achieved such difficult task !

And the frogs admitted defeat ! except for the frog who continued to attempt....

At the end, all the frogs quit, except the one who, alone and with an enormous effort, reached the top of the tower.

One of them approached him and asked ... how he had done it, to finish the race? & he discovered that the winner frog ...was deaf.
Moral

Never listen to people who tend to be negative….. Because they remove the best aspirations from your heart!

Always remind yourself of the power of the words that we experience. That’s why; you always need to think positive. & Challenge yourself!

Always be deaf to someone who tells you that you can’t and won’t achieve your goals or make your dreams come true.

Let's remember that …Change takes place in three arenas